
Family home in Mas Alba 

Sant Pere de Ribes  

550.000 € 

Reference AH00131 

Constructed area: 228 m2                Land: 410 m2 

Bedrooms: 4                                                               Heating and AC   

Bathrooms: 3                                                             Private pool  

Description 

Detached house with garden and private swimming pool. It is characterised by the 
abundance of natural light and unobstructed mountain views.  Located in the residential 
area Mas Alba, surrounded by nature, it is only a few minutes by car from Sitges ... 
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...Sant Pere de Ribes and the motorway to El Prat Airport and Barcelona.  

The house is distributed over three floors, at street level there is an open parking 

area and entrance to the house, a hall and a laundry room. The next floor has an 

en-suite bedroom with a small room that can be used as a dressing room or offi-

ce and two double bedrooms sharing a bathroom.   

On the main floor is the living room with pleasant views and direct access to the 

terrace, pool and garden. Kitchen, guest toilet and a guest bedroom.  

The lower floor is an open space with multiple possibilities. The house offers a spa-

ce prepared for the installation of a lift.  
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Location description 

Mas Alba is a residential area which, although it belongs to the municipality of Sant Pere 

de Ribes, is only 5 minutes by car from Sitges and from the C32 motorway to Barcelo-
na, which means that it is only 20 minutes from the international airport. All services 
nearby as well as the International schools Richmond, Lycée Français Bel-Air or the Oli-

ve Tree school.  

Sitges is a small town located about 40 kilometers southwest of Barcelona and very 
well connected to the Airport.El Prat. It is internationally recognized for its Film Festival 
and Carnival. It is located in a beautiful enclave between the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Natural Park of Garraf. Its economy is based on tourism and culture and it is also a fa-
mous place for its popular beaches, gastronomy, nightlife, golf courses, marinas and his-
torical places. It has a population of approximately 28,000 inhabitants and an important 
international community.  
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The information provided by the agency is offered by third parties and is believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed 
and must be independently verified. The buyer must verify the areas, dimensions and distances since they are only 
approximate. The expenses of patrimonial transmission (ITP), VAT, Notary and Land Registry are not included in the 

sale price and are borne by the buyer. 
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    FLOOR PLAN 
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